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The origin and concept evolvement of advertisement is the basic issue in 
advertisement research. Deep excavation and correct understanding of the origin and 
concept evolvement process in Chinese advertisement can help to clarify the 
interactive relationship between Chinese advertisement development and society 
development, to reexamine and define the concept of advertisement clearly and 
correctly, to further understand the national characteristics of Chinese advertisement, 
and to lay a better foundation for the development of Chinese historical advertisement. 
This paper will bring forward a narrow view on above mentioned issues. 
Chinese advertisement originates from the commodity exchanges in the late 
primitive society, the primitive advertisement stage is from late primitive society to 
the Western Zhou period, during this time, the primitive advertisement, which appears 
from the attachment with the process of commodity exchange, is a kind of 
unconscious propagandizing transmitting activity, once the commodity exchanges end, 
consequently this kind of advertisement will disappear, so the influence is small. To 
the Spring and Autumn Period, advertisement has a qualitative change, resulting in a 
true sense of the advertisement. At this stage, advertisement changes into a means of 
conscious promotion and advertising their products. The more important is that the 
popular Confucianism and Legalism ideas at this time have a significant impact on 
advertising, which makes Chinese advertisement own its distinctive national 
characteristics at the beginning. And this paper further sums up the distinctive national 
characteristics of Chinese ancient advertisement, such as prominent politic, 
highlighting the value of honesty, condensing artistic aesthetic enrichment, pursuing 
for philosophical implication and so on. 
On the basis of the origin and evolvement research of Chinese advertisement, I 
refer to the research results about definition of advertisement at home and abroad, and 
redefine the concept of advertisement: it is that the advertisement is s promotional 
activity or advertising product which can make the public know, identify, and accept a 
product, service or some individual and team image; the advertisement reports widely 















advertisement is to get economic and other interests. The narrow advertisement refers 
to advertising behavior in the economic activities; its final goal is to obtain economic 
benefits. 
On the basis of redefinition of advertisement concept, I further put forward a 
more rational advertisement category which more touches the essence: it is that 
advertisement can be divided into general imparting advertisement, environmental 
stimulation sensitivity advertisement and self-experience advertisement from the view 
of advertisement acting on psychology of recipient. 
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